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With the rapid development of technology, internet technology industry develops dramatically. 
All of the companies in this industry do their effort to perfect their own chains in the internet 
technology industry due to the emerging business models and incessant industrial mergers and 
acquisitions. Microsoft and Google, which nowadays are two worldwide giants of the internet 
industry, had quite defferent developing paths at the very beginning. At that time, Microsoft 
relied on licensing fees from its customers whom paying for the permits of using its softwares 
while Google depended on the advertising fees which were bought in by the consummers 
buying its search engine service. Due to their excellent financial performance and 
uninterrupted development, both of them succeed in making their scale of asset reach more 
than 100 billion US dollars and their scope of business include software, hardware and cloud 
computing, which not only ensures their market value keep increasing but also makes them 
become the industrial stars and leaders.In order to combine the historical data and industrial 
information mostly base on the documents and data in their respective anuual reports from 
2011 to 2015 then evaluate the financial indicators and the performance on the capital market, 
this paper selects Microsoft and Google as study objects from worldwidely well-known 
internet industrial companies. Analyzing their financial statements and financial indicators, 
comparing their financial performance, financial policies and financial strategies, finding out 
what their similarities and differences on finance are and what the main problems should be 
pay attention to, and then providing relevant recommendations which are conducive to their 
financial health. 
In the light of logic that from macro to micro, from large to small, from the shallower to the 
deeper, this paper consists of seven chapters of analyses. Chapter one is the industrial review 
which describes the internet technology industry trends and opportunities, and clarifyies the 
research background, faced problems and significance. Chapter two briefly reviews the 
development process of the two companies and mainly introduces their basic situation from 
four aspects: product structure, business circumstance, performance on capital market and 
main financial data. Chapter three, which comparatively ananlyzes the balance sheet, income 
statement and cash flow statement, is subdivided into three dimensions: aggregate, trend and 
structure. Chapter four sets up the financial indicator system for further analyzing most of the 
















ROE indicators, then seconly comparatively analyzes through profit creation ability, cash 
creation ability, risk-control, self sustainable growth and economic value added creation ability, 
and finally evaluates the business model of two companies. Chapter six evaluates the whole 
financial policy from four angles including liabilities, dividends, working capital management 
and investment operations then draw a financial strategy matrix to make comments and 
recommendations through their respective location. Chapter seven draws the main conclusion 
from above comparative studies, and then provides substantive recommendations to the 
management which are conducive to their financial health. 
Through this research, we draw the following basic conclusions: the study of financial 
indicator system and business models tell us that with the decline of Microsoft‟s profitability 
and value creation capability, Google's profitability and value creation capability is likely to 
surpass Microsoft in the future; from the study of financial policies and financial strategies we 
can know that Microsoft‟s performance on working capital management, debt efficiency and 
effectiveness of investment policies is weaker than Google‟s . 
In summary, Microsoft‟s performance on financial performance, financial policies and 
financial strategies is worse than Google‟s. Recommendation for Microsoft is to actively 
explore new business models, focus on its financial policies and financial strategies, and 
restore its capability to use OPM strategy as soon as possible by creating new competitive 
advantagies. For now, Microsoft's top priority is to seek new business breakthroughs, and 
create its new products and profit model. Recommendation for Google is to increase its debt 
ratio to a reasonable level, pay its attention to the proportion of investment in research and 
development expense and the output in cash and profit, and continue to maintain then deepen 
its OPM strategy. As a so-called high-tech corporate by Google itself, its urgency right now is 
to find at least an effective method that can rapidly turn new technologies into real income, 
profit and cash, and then eliminate fluctuations to enhance its financial performance.  
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